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MEET OUR NEW STAFF
William Messer - Graduate Lawyer

William has joined our firm to begin his
legal career.
Bethany Besci - Reception /
Administration

Beth is also new to the legal field having
previously worked in hospitality. Beth will
be your first point of contact for the firm.

Contact:
PO Box 215
Berwick VIC 3806
Ph: (03) 9707 1155
Email:
admin@wslegal.com.au

Ellessa Demarco
Level 4/24 Albert Road
South Melbourne Vic 3205
P 03 8696 6300 M 0429 881 097 F 03 9645
9448
PO BOX 5174 Middle Park VIC 3206
Australian Credit License Number: 386954
www.fundsnational.com
Fundsnational is a mortgage manager and finance broker that specialises in helping
businesses and families when standard banking guidelines are not met.
Many of these unique circumstances require an individual approach to develop the right
finance solution.
Ellessa Demarco has around 20 years experience within the mortgage industry, She has
developed a high level of credit, conveyancing and settlement expertise whilst adapting and
providing an individual and personal approach to every client. Her abilities were recognised
when she received an individual nomination in the 2017 Australian Mortgage Awards for
‘Most Outstanding Customer Service’ of which Fundsnational were extremely proud of her
hard work and dedication to our customers.
Ellessa has a dual role with Fundsnational, as a Client Relationship Manager and also our
Business Development Manager.
Ellessa has managed to create strong and healthy relationships with a number of referral
partners over the years resulting in consistent high level of professionalism and successful
outcomes.
The critical difference with Ellessa and the team at Fundsnational, is the cocktail of care and
empathy, usually during a time of stress for our clients. Possessing a “never give up attitude”
combined with the all round skill and expertise, plans a financial strategy and executes a
successful outcome, the team at Fundsnational are recognised nationally as an award
winning firm.
Fundsnational over the years, have developed integral relationships with our lending
partner's, accompanied with the high level of attention to detail, every credit submission is
prepared and stress tested based on lender credit policy before any application, resulting in a
98% loan approval rate, well above industry standards.
Of course, Ellessa and the team at Fundsnational are also able to assist businesses and
families with the major lenders.
Ellessa and the team at Fundsnational, would love any opportunity, to help with any clients of
Wollerman Shacklock Lawyers.

